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A B S T R A C T

The performance of transmission lines has a significant impact on reliability aspects of the power supply system of
a country. The lightning back flashover effects are recognized as one of the major causes of transmission line
outages. This paper focuses on studying the effect of Multi Chamber Insulator Arresters (MCIA) on lightning back
flashover by transient modeling and subsequent simulation of a selected transmission line. Power System CAD
(PSCAD) software program is utilized as the software tool for modeling and simulation of the 132 kV, Matugama-
Kukule transmission line for this study. Simulation of the created transmission line model is carried out with and
without MCIA to evaluate the improvements in lightning back flashover performance after installation of MCIAs
in this transmission line. This analysis will contribute to improve the reliability of the Sri Lankan electrical power
system.
1. Introduction

A lightning stroke terminating in the shield wires produces waves of
currents and voltages travelling on the shield wires known as travelling
waves, and reflections occurs at every points where the impedance is
discontinuous (Statistical Digest, 2014, 2014; Datsios et al., 2014). The
occurrence of component failures due to lightning are predominant in
areas where there is significantly high keraunic level. Grounding devices
with low impedance and huge quantum of current carrying capability are
suggested in (Ekonomou et al., 2007; Minnaar et al., 2012; Visacro et al.,
2012) as a solution.

Direct lightning triggers insulation failure, but indirect lightning are
more frequent in the presence of tall structures. Most literature focuses on
indirect lightning performance which is challenging in terms of compu-
tation and it requires solving the field-to-line coupling iteratively before
assuming the stochastic variables. It is hence necessary to identify the
optimal spacing to be maintained between arrestors (Banjanin et al.,
2015; Protection against lightn, 2006a; Visacro and Alipio, 2012; Pro-
tection against lightn, 2006b; Napolitano et al., 2016).

The surge voltages that maybe developed across the line insulators
due to lightning could exceed the Critical Flashover Voltage (CFO)
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(Mikropoulos et al., 2014; Napolitano et al., 2014; De Conti et al., 2010).
Towers which have high tower footing resistance in lightning prone areas
have higher probability of back-flashover occurrence and the cases are
worst in hilly terrains (Maslowski et al., 2016; Napolitano et al., 2015;
Wu et al., 2016; Jinpeng et al., 2015; Visacro et al., 2011; Brignone et al.,
2017a). Back-flashovers occur frequently in overhead lines (OHL) with
ground wires. (Chen and Zhu, 2014; Brignone et al., 2012, 2014, 2017b;
Andreotti et al., 2015; Banjanin, 2018).

A simulation model is created using the electromagnetic transient
analysis subcomponent of PSCAD/EMTDC, which depicts the trans-
mission system as a collection of tower, insulator, transmission line and
grounding devices, in order to determine the optimal way of protecting
the transmission system from direct lightning. Most of the transmission
lines in Sri Lanka traverse through hilly terrains prone to heavy lightning
as a result of which many lines are prone to back flashover problems
which reduce transmission system reliability. Kukule-Matugama, 132 kV
transmission line is one such line that experiences back-flashovers very
frequently. As a result, the Kukule Power Station (35MW X 2) is sepa-
rated from the transmission network most of the time causing low system
reliability. This paper analyzes the back-flashover of Kukule-Mathugama,
132 kV transmission line by performing transient modeling and
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Fig. 1. Comparison of monthly line failures with IKL
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simulation. The network is simulated with and without the Multi
Chamber Insulator Arresters (MCIA) in the model. The improvement in
lightning back-flashover performance is also evaluated after installation
of the MCIAs in the selected transmission line.

Section 2 discusses the problem formulation of this paper which
highlights the necessity to avoid double circuit failures in transmission
line. Section 3 elaborates the complete line model along with MCIA
model and back flashover control model using EMTP/PSCAD. It also
depicts the method of simulation incorporated in the models. Section 4
showcases the behavior of transmission line with and without MCIA
model. It also specifies the optimum location at which the MCIA models
may be placed to eradicate the back-flashover event. This section also
indicates electrical and mechanical properties of the insulator used in the
transmission network.

2. Problem formulation

The selected 132 kV, Matugama-Kukule transmission line is a double
circuit line which delivers the power generated by the Kukule Power
Station (35 MW * 2) to the national grid. Since a single circuit of Lynx
conductor carries approximately 80 MW of power at the rated voltage,
the full power output of the power plant may be transmitted even with
the tripping of single circuit. Therefore, only the tripping of both circuits
is considered for the analysis. Kukule Power Station is used only during
the peak load and a sudden outage of this power station creates a drop in
Fig. 2. U120D G
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the system frequency. In such situations, the loss of generation is
recovered from the spinning reserve. The loss of Kukule generation tends
to create low voltages in the southern part of the transmission network
and in some occasions under frequency load shedding schemes may also
have to be activated. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to avoid any
double circuit failures by improving the lightning performance of the
selected Matugama-Kukule transmission line to avoid partial failures of
the power system and the associated heavy financial losses.

According to the past performance records of this transmission line, it
is evident that the failure of this transmission line subjects a great in-
fluence on the partial failures of the system. It is observed that most of the
line outages are due to the effect of frequent lightning strikes that are
recorded during April to June and October to November. Fig. 1 illustrates
the relationship of Isokaraunic Level (IKL) with the number of trans-
mission line failures in each month.

Reduction in the tower earthing resistance is a key solution to avoid
back-flashovers. However, it is not practical and economical when the
towers are located at hilly areas where the soil condition is poor. Another
solution for preventing back-flashover is by adopting unbalanced or
improved line insulation. But this solution proves uneconomical due to
the requirement of additional insulator discs which may need modifi-
cations in the towers. It is found that the most economical and effective
way of preventing back-flashovers is to install Transmission Line Ar-
resters (TLA) at selected tower locations. However, installing TLAs also
need special preparations of cross arms or special means of installing on
lass MCIA.



Fig. 3. Complete transmission line model for analysis.
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the conductor. The main objective of this study is to investigate the
feasibility of replacing conventional Insulator Strings with MCIA Strings.

Multi Chamber System (MCS) is the base design of the MCIA. It
comprises of large number of electrodes mounted on the length of silicon
rubber. The holes drilled between the electrodes that go through the
length act as miniature gas discharge chambers. When a lightning
overvoltage impulse is applied to the arrester, it breaks down the gaps
between the electrodes. Discharges between electrodes occur inside
chambers of a very small volume. The resulting high pressure drives
spark discharge channels between electrodes to the surface of the insu-
lating body and also into the air around the arrester. A blow-out action
and an elongation of inter-electrode channels lead to an increase of the
total resistance of all channels (i.e., that of the arrester), which limits the
lightning overvoltage impulse current. Over recent years arc-quenching
multi-chamber systems (MCS) are developed, succeeding in production
of new 10–35 kV multi-chamber arresters (MCA), as well as a novel de-
vice termed “Multi Chamber Insulator Arrester (MCIA)” which combines
the properties and functions of bit insulator and arrester. Fig. 2 illustrate
a typical U120D glass MCIA.

To evaluate the feasibility of using MCIAs, the study is carried out in
the following order:

a) Modeling of Multi Chamber Insulator Arrester (MCIA) for EMTP
simulations and validations of the model.

b) Checking the performance for back-flashover effect of the trans-
mission line of the MCIA installed system for pre-identified locations.

c) Calculation of the simple payback period for installation of MCIAs for
pre-identified locations.

The following procedure is used in order to achieve the stated
objectives:

a) Modeling and simulation of 132 kV Matugama-Kukule transmission
line using PSCAD for lightning back-flashover analysis.
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b) Modeling of MCIA for EMTP simulations and validations of the
model.

c) Modeling and simulation of MCIA installed system (for pre-identified
locations) in PSCAD for lightning back flashover analysis.

d) Conducting sensitivity analysis of MCIA line model for back-flashover
effects.

e) Performance comparison between existing transmission line with the
MCIA installed system.

3. Methodology

3.1. EMTP/PSCAD modeling and simulation

Electromagnetic Transient Programs is conveniently employed for
analyzing the effects of lightning including back-flashovers of power
transmission lines consisting fast front transients. The power trans-
mission line and the back-flashover event are modeled using frequency
dependent fast front transient models due to the presence of high fre-
quency components in lightning strokes, typically ranging from 1 kHz to
30MHz.
3.2. Proposed electromagnetic transient model for Kukule-Matugama
transmission line

The basic hypothetical fast front transient transmission line model is
developed using PSCAD Software as shown in Fig. 3. The complete line
model consists of several sub-models representing the following trans-
mission line elements.

a) “Transmission line section models” including towers up to the line
end terminations (Ex: line section with towers from tower no.01 to L1
as shown in Fig. 3)

b) “Transmission line span models” between consecutive towers under
study (Ex: span between tower no. L1 to M as shown in Fig. 3).



Fig. 4. General line Geometry data input.
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c) Transmission tower model
d) Tower grounding resistance model
e) Line insulator string with back flashover model
f) Line end termination model
g) Surge Arrester model
h) Lightning surge generator model
i) Power frequency phase voltage generator model

As shown in Fig. 3, the complete line model consists of three towers
named as M, L1 and R1. Tower M represent a typical tower with two
adjacent towers L1 and R1 on the left and right sides respectively. The
two line spans between these three towers are represented by the “line
span models” whereas the rest of the line sections at each side up to the
end terminations are represented by “line section models”. Six numbers
of interconnecting lines are used to connect each module while repre-
senting the ground and phase conductors from top to bottom sequence as
shown in Fig. 3. All three tower models are connected to the Ground
Wire- 1(GW-1) and Ground Wire-2 (GW-2) whereas the connections to
the phase conductors are made through the insulator models. The surge
generator (Current source) is always connected to the top of the middle
tower.
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3.2.1. Transmission line model
The transmission line sections and line spans are modeled using the

standard frequency dependent phase model available in the Master Li-
brary of the PSCAD. There are two basic ways of constructing a trans-
mission line in PSCAD by using the standard model and in this study the
remote end method shown in Fig. 4 is used.

3.2.2. Transmission tower model
The transmission towers are modeled by the Constant Parameter

Distributed Line (CPDL) model which consists of four (04) numbers of
impedances in series with four numbers of parallel Resistance-Inductance
branches as shown in Fig. 5. The tower model is created completely by
using two basic passive components named resistor and inductor avail-
able in the Master Library of the PSCAD.

3.2.3. Tower grounding resistance model
A variable resistance component available in the PSCAD Master Li-

brary is used to represent the impulse grounding resistance of a trans-
mission tower. The value of the variable resistance is varied externally by
the “Multiple Run” simulation component. Fig. 6 shows a typical impulse
grounding resistance model of a tower which is created with the aid of a
variable resistor component in PSCAD.



Fig. 5. Typical Tower Model created in PSCAD.

Fig. 6. Tower grounding resistance model.

Fig. 7. Insulator string capacitor and back flashover breaker model.
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3.2.4. Line insulator string with back-flashover model
In lightning related calculations the estimated results are model

dependent, especially if Volt-time curve as insulator strings flashover
model is applied (Banjanin and Savic, 2016). Considering this, the
insulator string and the back-flashover event are modeled by an equiv-
alent capacitor in parallel with an externally controlled circuit breaker as
shown in Fig. 7. The operation of circuit breaker is controlled by a
back-flashover control module using basic control blocks available in the
Master Library. The basic logic diagram for this is shown in Fig. 8.

This characteristic variation of flashover voltage of an insulator string
can be modeled by a simplified expression given in (1).
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Vf 0 ¼ K1 þ K2

t0:75
(1)
where.

Vfo is the flashover voltage (kV)
K1 ¼ 400 � Ag

K2 ¼ 710 � Ag

Ag is the Arc-horn gap length (m)
t is the elapsed time after lightning stroke (μs)

Insulator String Voltage (Vstring), Line to Ground Voltage (Vline), Arc
Horn Gap length (¼1.5m) and Instantaneous Phase Voltage (Va) are
taken as the input data for the back-flashover control module. Inbuilt
voltmeter components and their output signals are used to read the
insulator string voltage and line to ground voltage whereas the instan-
taneous phase voltages are given by the power frequency phase voltage
generator model.

The control components forming the left most branch of the module is



Fig. 8. Back-Flashover Control Module for conventional insulator string.

Fig. 9. Power frequency phase voltage generator model.
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shown in Fig. 8 and is used in calculating the value (1/t0.75) based on the
input data Vstring and Vline. The control components forming the loop,
generates the flashover voltage value (Vfo) taking the arc horn gap length
(Ag¼ 1.5m) and the value (1/t0.75) as the input parameters. The actual
insulator string voltage is generated by the upper most differencing
junction component taking the relevant power frequency phase voltage
value and the measured string voltage as the input data. Finally the
comparator component compares the generated Vfo and actual string
voltage values. It gives the output signal as a positive pulse whenever the
voltage profiles crosses each other which formulate a back-flashover
event. Mono-stable component at the right most side of the model gen-
erates a digital output value “1” based on the positive pulse generated by
the comparator component. Inverter component at the end of the model
generates the digital value “0” required as an input data to the relevant
circuit breaker to close the circuit. The close operation of the circuit
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breaker creates an external conductive path across the insulator string
which simulates the back-flashover arc generated across the arc horn
gaps.

3.2.5. Power frequency phase voltage generator model
The instantaneous power frequency phase voltages are generated

using the circuit created in PSCAD shown in Fig. 9. The circuit is created
for each phase voltage variation. The basic control components such as
summing/differencing junctions, real/integer constants, trigonometric
sine function and multipliers are used to create the circuit. The “phase
angle” input data values are given by “Multiple Run” simulation
component. The output phase voltages namely Va, Vb and Vc are directly
used in the back-flashover control modules to generate the actual insu-
lator string voltages.



Fig. 10. Line Termination model created in PSCAD.

Fig. 11. MCIA model created in PSCAD.

Table 1
Properties of the X-Y transfer function.

Property Value

X axis offset 0.0
Y axis offset 0.0
X axis gain 5.0
Y axis gain 1.0
Output mode Interpolate
Periodic No
Data entry method File
Input Type Real

Table 2
Properties of spark gap.

Property Value

Breakdown Voltage 625.0 [kV]
ON Resistance 0 [Ω]
OFF Resistance 1e6 [Ω]
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3.2.6. Line end termination model
Two ends of the transmission line are grounded through equivalent

surge impedances of each ground and phase conductors as shown in
Fig. 10. Each end of the grounded impedances is connected to the nearest
interfacing component of the transmission line section as per the relevant
106
connection arrangement. The top two terminals of the interfacing
component represent the two ground wires and the remaining six ter-
minals represent the phase conductors of each circuit. The phase con-
ductors of both circuits are grounded through 417.7Ω equivalent
impedances and similarly the ground conductors are grounded through
422.2Ω equivalent impedances.

3.2.7. Multi Chamber Insulator Arrester model and the Back Flashover
Control Module

3.2.7.1. Multi Chamber Insulator Arrester (MCIA) model. TheMCIA string
with 10 numbers of insulators is modeled with an arc inductance in series
with the ohmic resistance of its actuation as illustrated in Fig. 11. The
calculated arc inductance is 0.682 μH and the ohmic resistance at actu-
ation is fed to the variable resistor using the X-Y Transfer Function in the
PSCAD Master Library. 120 data points are extracted and are used in the
external file link option available in the X-Y transfer function to model
the ohmic resistance of MCIA's actuation. Table 1 illustrates the prop-
erties of the X-Y transfer function and the X-Axis gain is set to “5”.

The 50% impulse flashover voltage for MCIA with 10 numbers of
insulators is 625 kV and to model this property for the MCIA model, the
external spark gap is used in series with the arc inductance and ohmic
resistance. Table 2 shows the properties window for the spark gap. The I-t
and V-I graphs are obtained from PSCAD as indicated in Figs. 12 and 13
respectively. The output resembles the MCIA behavior and hence the
developed model is validated.

3.2.7.2. Back Flashover Control Module for MCIA. The logic diagram for
the back-flashover control module is implemented in PSCAD as shown in
Fig. 14 by using basic control blocks available in the Master Library.

The control components forming the left upper most branch of the



Fig. 12. MCIA model current variation with time.

Fig. 13. MCIA model residual voltage variation with current.
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module as shown in Fig. 14, calculates the value t�0.544 based on the
input data Vstring and Vline. The control components forming the loop,
generates the flashover voltage value (Vfo) taking the magnitude
component (763.37) and the t�0.544 value as the input parameters. The
actual MCIA string voltage generated by the bottom left most differ-
encing junction component taking the relevant power frequency phase
voltage value and the measured string voltage as input data. Finally the
comparator component compares the generated Vfo and the actual string
voltage values and gives the output signal as a positive pulse whenever
the voltage profiles are crosses each other which formulate a back
flashover event. The mono-stable component at the right most side of the
model generates a digital output value “1” based on the positive pulse
generated by the comparator component. The inverter component at the
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end of the model generate the opposite digital value “0” required as an
input data to the relevant circuit breaker to close the circuit. The close
operation of the circuit breaker creates an external conductive path
across the MCIA string which simulates the back flashover arc generated
through the MCS. The MCIA string and the back flashover event are
modeled by an equivalent capacitor parallel with an externally controlled
circuit breaker as shown in Fig. 15.

3.2.8. Lightning surge generator model
The standard 8/20 μs double exponential waveform is generated by

an inbuilt current source whose magnitude is controlled by an external
control circuit shown in Fig. 16. The external control circuit consists of
two similar parallel branches with a common input parameter



Fig. 14. Back Flashover Control Module for MCIA string implemented in PSCAD.

Fig. 15. MCIA string capacitor and back flashover breaker model.
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component giving the simulation time of the system. Each branch con-
sists of an exponential function component in series with a multiplier
component. The multiplier component determines the magnitude of the
current waveform which controlled externally by the “Multiple Run”
simulation component. As shown in Fig. 16, the differencing junction
component gives the instantaneous values of double exponential wave-
form to the current source. The current source generates the complete
waveform based on the instantaneous values given by the control circuit.
Fig. 17 shows the module output for 8/20μs surge waveform.

Similarly, a voltage source is used instead of the current source to
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generate the standard 1.2/50 μs voltage surge waveform and Fig. 18
shows the module output for 1.2/50 μs surge waveform. The interde-
pendent sub-models such as back flashover model and phase voltage
generator model are virtually interconnected by giving identical refer-
ence names for each common variable. For example, the “Phase Voltage”
variable is referred to as Va in both phase voltage generator model as well
as in the back flashover model. During the same time frame, the phase
voltage Va is an output variable produced by the phase voltage generator
model whereas it is an input to the back flash model. Similarly the data
signals of the common variables are managed by assigning them with



Fig. 16. Lightning Surge Generator Model created in PSCAD.

Fig. 17. 8/20 μs surge from the Created model.
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identical data signal labels.

3.3. Method of simulation

3.3.1. Multiple run component and variable settings
Simulation of the completed final transmission line model is carried

out using the “Multiple Run” simulation component available in the
Master Library of PSCAD as shown in Fig. 19. This component is used to
control a multiple run, while manipulating variables from one run to the
next. These variables are output from the component (up to six outputs)
and may be connected to any other PSCAD components. The Multiple
Run component also records up to six channels per run.
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Three numbers of variables those directly affecting the back flash-
overs are varied in each run of the simulation by using the Multiple Run
component. The three variables are:

a) Magnitude of the lightning surge current labeled as “I” in the model is
set as V1 of Multiple Run component.

b) Phase angle of the power frequency phase voltage labeled as “Ph” in
the model is set as V2 of Multiple Run component 3.

c) Grounding resistance of Tower-M labeled as “Rf” in the model is set as
V3 of Multiple Run component.

The range of values set for each variable in the Multiple Run



Fig. 18. 1.2/50 μs surge from the Created model.

Fig. 19. Multiple-Run Simulation component of PSCAD.

Table 3
Range of values used for variables in Multiple-Run component.

Variable in Multiple Run
component

Data label used in the
model

Range of values

V1 I 20 kA–200 kA with 10 kA
steps

V2 Ph 0� to 360� with 10� steps
V3 Rf 38Ω, 146Ω, 9Ω

Table 4
Simulation criteria for step-1.
Step 2 Simulation of the model with arrester protection.

Simulation
number

Surge
waveform

Tower grounding
resistance (Ω)

Expected phases where the
control signal output data to
be recorded

01 8� 20 μs 9 Tower-M, Circuit-1and
Circuit-2
All six (06) phases

02 8� 20 μs 38 Tower-M, Circuit-1and
Circuit-2
All six (06) phases

03 8� 20 μs 146 Tower-M, Circuit-1and
Circuit-2
All six (06) phases

04 1.2� 50 μs 9 Tower-M, Circuit-1and
Circuit-2
All six (06) phases

05 1.2� 50 μs 38 Tower-M, Circuit-1and
Circuit-2
All six (06) phases

06 1.2� 50 μs 146 Tower-M, Circuit-1and
Circuit-2
All six (06) phases
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component is shown in Table 3.
The shielding failure flashovers were more frequent at surge current

values less than 20 kA; whereas the back flashovers take place at higher
surge current ratings of around 80 kA. Therefore a range of values from
20 kA to 200 kA with 10 kA step is selected for the variable “I” as shown
in Table 3. Simulations are carried out from 0� to 360� full range of phase
angles with a 10� phase angle step to examine the effect of phase angle on
back-flashovers. The grounding resistance of the Tower-M is set to one of
the three values in each simulation as shown in Table 3. As observed, the
recorded maximum tower grounding resistance even with the soil ioni-
zation effect is approximately 38Ω when the surge current is about
110
30 kA. Therefore, the value 38Ω is the recorded worst case of tower
grounding resistance with the soil ionization effect and is selected as one
of the three values used in the simulations. It is also observed that the
maximum recorded tower grounding resistance is approximately 146Ω
when the soil ionization effect is not considered. Therefore, the value
146Ω is taken as the worst case of tower grounding resistance when the
soil ionization effect is neglected. Therefore the value 146Ω is also
selected as the second value to be used in the simulations as tower
grounding resistance variable V3 as shown in Table 3. The standard value
specified by the local utility for the tower grounding resistance of any
transmission line is approximately 10Ω. Therefore, a value less than 10Ω
(assume 9Ω) is used in the simulations to investigate the performance of
towers against lightning back-flashovers. While changing the value of
above variables in each run of the simulations, the control signal output
of each back-flashover control modules are recorded with the aid of six
channel recorders available in the same Multiple Run component. The
recorded control signal outputs are stored in an output file assigned to the
Multiple Run component. These control signal output data are in binary
form where the output “0” represents a back-flashover event.



Table 5
Simulation criteria for step-2.

Simulation number Surge waveform Tower grounding
resistance (Ω)

Expected phases where the control
signal output data to be recorded

With 02 arresters installed at TOP phase of Circuit-1and Circuit-2 of Tower-M
07 8� 20 μs 9 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
08 8� 20 μs 38 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
09 8� 20 μs 146 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
10 1.2� 50 μs 9 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
11 1.2� 50 μs 38 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
12 1.2� 50 μs 146 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
With 04 arresters installed at TOP and MIDDLE phases of Circuit-1and Circuit-2 of Tower-M
13 8� 20 μs 9 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
14 8� 20 μs 38 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
15 8� 20 μs 146 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
16 1.2� 50 μs 9 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
17 1.2� 50 μs 38 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
18 1.2� 50 μs 146 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
With 06 arresters installed on all the phases of Circuit-1and Circuit-2 of Tower-M
19 8� 20 μs 9 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
20 8� 20 μs 38 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
21 8� 20 μs 146 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
22 1.2� 50 μs 9 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
23 1.2� 50 μs 38 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
24 1.2� 50 μs 146 Tower-M, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
25 8� 20 μs 9 Tower-L, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
26 8� 20 μs 38 Tower-L, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
27 8� 20 μs 146 Tower-L, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
28 1.2� 50 μs 9 Tower-L, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
29 1.2� 50 μs 38 Tower-L, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
30 1.2� 50 μs 146 Tower-L, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
31 8� 20 μs 9 Tower-R, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
32 8� 20 μs 38 Tower-R, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
33 8� 20 μs 146 Tower-R, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
34 1.2� 50 μs 9 Tower-R, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
35 1.2� 50 μs 38 Tower-R, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
36 1.2� 50 μs 146 Tower-R, Circuit-1and Circuit-2

All six (06) phases
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4. Results and discussion

4.1. Simulation criteria

The simulation of the complete line model is carried out in two steps.
In the first step, the model is simulated without MCIA for selected three
(03) critical tower grounding resistance values 9Ω, 38Ω and 146Ω for
111
both 8� 20 μs and 1.2� 50 μs surge waveforms. In the second step, the
model is simulated with the MCIA in three different arrester configura-
tions for both 8� 20 μs and 1.2� 50 μs surge waveforms. For all simu-
lations the lightning surge current is injected at the top of the Tower M.
The detailed criteria of each simulation including the tower grounding
resistance setting and expected control signal output data to be recorded
are described in Tables 4 and 5.



Fig. 20. Typical view of an output data file.

Fig. 21. Simulation results with no MCIA protection for 8/20 μS Surge for the ground resistance of 9Ω
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4.2. Project simulation settings

The simulation settings are assigned for each simulation run as
follows:

1. Duration of each run¼ 200 μs
2. Solution time step¼ 0.1 μs
3. Channel plot step¼ 0.1 μs
112
Step 1 Simulation of the model without arrester protection.

4.3. Technical analysis

4.3.1. Introduction to simulation results
The results of each simulation are given by an output data file which

contains a set of binary values giving the occurrence of back flashover
events for each simulation run. The binary value “0” means an



Fig. 22. Simulation results with no MCIA protection for 1.2/50 μS Surge for the ground resistance of 9Ω

Fig. 23. Simulation results with two MCIA protection on TOP phases for 8/20 μS Surge for the ground resistance of 9Ω
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occurrence of a back flashover event whereas “1” gives the negation of
that event. A typical view of an output data file is shown in Fig. 20.

The columns BRK_C2_B, BRK_C2_Y and BRK_C2_R indicate the
occurrence of back flashover events on TOP, MIDDLE and BOTTOM
phases of Circuit-2 of Tower-M respectively. Similarly the columns
BRK_C1_R, BRK_C1_Y and BRK_C1_B indicate the occurrence of back
flashover events on TOP, MIDDLE and BOTTOM phases of Circuit-1 of
Tower-M respectively. Based on the information provided by the output
files of each simulation, the variation of minimum current required for
back-flashover event are produced and plotted as the final results.

4.3.2. Back flashover minimum current variation results and analysis

4.3.2.1. Results of simulations without MCIA protection (Step-1). Step 1
consists of six numbers of simulations from simulation no-01 to 06. All
these six numbers of simulations were carried out without MCIA module
for both 8� 20 μs and 1.2� 50 μs surge waveforms respectively. Further,
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above simulations are also done for selected 9Ω, 38Ω and 146Ω tower
grounding resistances values. As per the results shown in Fig. 21 (Step-1,
Simulation No.01), it is evident that for the 8/20 μS surge, with a 9Ω
tower footing resistance, all the six phases of both circuits get back-
flashover at different peak values of the surges. Among these peak
values, the minimum peak currents for TOP, MIDDLE and BOTTOM
phases are 40 kA, 70 kA and 180 kA respectively. A similar pattern, but
with different peak values is observed for ground resistances of 38Ω and
146Ω.

For the 1.2/50 μS surge with a 9Ω tower footing resistance shown in
Fig. 22 (Step-1, Simulation No.04), all the six phases of both circuits gets
back flashover at peak values of the surges different from the 8/20 μS
surge and 9Ω tower footing resistance. However, TOP phase flashover
minimum peak surge current drops to 30 kA and for MIDDLE phases it is
reduced to 60 kA when compared with 1.2/50 μS surge and for 9Ω tower
footing resistance results. A similar pattern, with different peak values is
witnessed for ground resistances of 38Ω and 146Ω. However, when



Fig. 24. Simulation results with two MCIA protection on TOP phases for 1.2/50 μS Surge for the ground resistance of 9Ω.

Fig. 25. Simulation results with Four MCIA protection on TOP and MIDDLE phases for 8/20 μS Surge for the ground resistance of 9Ω.
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considering the behavior for 8/20 μS and 1.2/50 μS surges, it is seen that
similar back flashover patterns are followed for different flashover
minimum peak surge currents for ground resistances of 9Ω, 38Ω and
146Ω. Also, it is concluded that there is no protection at all for back
flashover up to 200 kA peak surge currents for any phases of the both
circuits.

4.3.2.2. Results of simulations with MCIA protection (Step-2). With 02
MCIAs installed at TOP phase of Circuit-1and Circuit-2 of Tower-M.

When TOP phases of the Circuit 1 and 2 are replaced by the MCIA
strings, it is clearly seen that the TOP phases are protected from the back
flashover effect even up to 200 kA peak current surges for both 8/20 μS
and 1.2/50 μS surges. However, MIDDLE and BOTTOM phases of both
circuits get the impact of flashover for both 8/20 μS and 1.2/50 μS surges
with different minimum peak surge current as seen in Figs. 23 and 24 for
all ground resistance values.

The minimum peak surge current values when compared to the “no
MCIA protection (Step-1, Simulations 1–6)” has increased in every sim-
ulations for “with MCIA protection for top phases”. This is evident by
comparing Fig. 21 with Figs. 23 and Fig. 22 with Fig. 24 respectively.
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4.3.2.2.1. With 04 MCIA installed at TOP and MIDDLE phases of
Circuit-1and Circuit-2 of Tower-M. From simulation no.13–18, the system
was equipped with 04 Nos. of MCIA strings on TOP and MIDDLE phases
of the both circuits. Fig. 25 shows the simulation results for 8/20 μS surge
with tower footing resistance of 9Ω. From this it is evident that TOP and
MIDDLE phases of both circuits have protection for back-flashover effect
up to the 200 kA maximum peak surge current. However, BOTTOM
phases of both circuits are not protected by the MCIA installed on TOP
and MIDDLE phases of both circuits. But the minimum peak surge cur-
rents at which back flashover occur have increased significantly. This is
same for the 1.2� 50 μs surge as in Fig. 26 for all the grounding resis-
tance values which clearly illustrates the behavior of 04 MCIA string
protection systems for the 8� 20 μs and 1.2� 50 μs surges for 38Ω and
146Ω respectively.

4.3.2.2.2. With 06 MCIA installed on all the phases of Circuit-1and
Circuit-2 of Tower-M.

� For 8� 20 μs surge and for 9Ω, 38Ω and 146Ω, there is no occur-
rence of back flashover event in all six phases of the Tower-M.



Fig. 26. Simulation results with Four MCIA protection on TOP and MIDDLE phases for 1.2/50 μS Surge for the ground resistance of 9Ω

Table 6
Properties of the conventional insulator string and MCIA string.

No. Description Conventional
Insulator

MCIA String Remarks

01 Spacing 146mm 146mm
02 Diameter 255mm 413mm
03 No of Discs 11 10
04 Creepage

Distance (Per
Unit)

320 mm 360mm

05 Creepage
Distance
(String)

3520mm 3600mm

06 Weight 5 kg 6.7 kg 17 kg of excess load
to the Cross arm
and can be easily
beard

07 Mechanical
Strength

120 kN 120 kN

08 String Length
with
Accessories

2106 mm
(1606 þ 500)

2106 mm
(1606 þ 646)

String Length can
be adjusted with
hardware
accessories
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� For 1.2� 50 μs surge and for 9Ω, 38Ω and 146Ω, there is no
occurrence of back flashover event in all six phases of the Tower-M.

� For 8� 20 μs surge and for 9Ω, 38Ω and 146Ω, there is no occur-
rence of back flashover event in all six phases of the Tower-L.

� For 1.2� 50 μs surge and for 9Ω, 38Ω and 146Ω, there is no
occurrence of back flashover event in all six phases of the Tower-L.

� For 8� 20 μs surge and for 9Ω, 38Ω and 146Ω, there is no occur-
rence of back flashover event in all six phases of the Tower-R.

� For 1.2� 50 μs surge and for 9Ω, 38Ω and 146Ω, there is no
occurrence of back flashover event in all six phases of the Tower-R.

4.3.3. Electrical and mechanical properties
The electrical and mechanical properties of conventional insulator

string and MCIA string is given in Table 6.
4.4. Calculation of simple pay back period

The period 2010–2014 is considered for calculation of the simple
payback period. The calculations are carried out considering spilling and
non-spilling conditions of the Kukule regulating pond. It is shown that
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the simple payback period (when the regulating pond is spilling) is 2.33
years when the loss of generation is substituted by coal power generation
and it is 0.35 years when loss of generation is substituted by next lowest
thermal generation, Sapugaskanda power station. It is witnessed that
simple payback period (when the regulating pond is not spilling) is 3.5
years when loss of generation is substituted by the coal power generation
and the substituted generation is sold to consumers who use less than
30 kWh per month. However, simple payback period is 0.37 years (when
the regulating pond is not spilling) when loss of generation is substituted
by the next lowest thermal generation, Sapugaskanda power station sold
to consumers who use less than 30 kWh per month. Further, the simple
payback period is 0.57 years when loss of generation is substituted by
next lowest thermal generation, Sapugaskanda Power Station and the
substituted generation is sold to consumers who use more than 60 kWh
per month.

5. Conclusion

The reliability of a power system depends on the performance of
transmission lines. The transmission line outages occur predominantly
due to back flashover effects. This paper demonstrates the effectiveness
of MCIAs in eliminating back-flashover effects. The 132 kV, Matugama-
Kukle transmission line was modeled and simulated with and without
MCIAs using PSCAD. This helped in identifying the right combination of
MCIAs to be installed in all phases of the double circuit. It is recom-
mended to replace all the conventional insulator strings with MCIA
strings of the tower of interest where the most insulator damages are
recorded and then, towers in the either sides of the interested tower are
also protected for the back-flashover effect. Frequent inspections after
installing MCIAs are recommended and subsequently the frequency of
inspections may be adjusted based on the observed performance of the
MCIA strings. The inspection of the Multi Chamber System (MCS) on the
perimeter of the Insulator for any abnormalities and deformations is also
recommended. If any abnormalities and deformations are observed, the
respective MCIA should be replaced according to the practice used by the
utility for changing insulators. Special care should be taken to avoid
damages the MCS of MCIA.
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